Based on ab initio calculations and low-energy effective k · p model, we propose a type of Weyl nodal point-line fermion, composed of 0D Weyl points and 1D Weyl nodal line, in ferromagnetic material Eu 5 Bi 3 . In the absence of spin-orbital coupling (SOC), the spin-up bands host a pair of triply degenerate points together with a unique birdcage like node structure. In the presence of SOC with (001) 
The spin-polarized band structure of Eu 5 Bi 3 without SOC is demonstrated in Fig. 1 (d). In the absence of SOC, spin is a good quantum number. We notice that both spinup and spin-down channels exhibit topological metal states with various band crossings near the Fermi level. For the spin-down bands (green dashed line) at low-energy part, the conduction band crosses with the valence band forming a clean and large-size nodal line structure encircling Γ point. It is easy to confirm that this nodal line structure, located at k z = 0 plane, is protected by the horizontal mirror σ h because of its opposite eigenvalues.
Similarly, for the spin-up bands (red solid line), a nodal line structure lying on k z = 0 plane emerges due to the band inversion around Γ point.
As both the Eu and Bi atoms belong to heavy elements that have non-negligible SOC effect, we then switch on the SOC and consider (001) magnetization. The band structure with SOC is displayed in Fig. 1 (e) . The point group of Eu 5 Bi 3 transforms from D 6h into C 6h , where the vertical mirror σ v is broken but the horizonal mirror σ h is left. Due to the SOC effect, the spin s z is no longer a good quantum number. Thus, the spin-up and spindown bands with same eigenvalue of σ h that cross each other at the Fermi level in Fig. 1 (d) will inevitably couple each other, and a gap is opened around Γ point as shown in Fig. 
(e).
In this section, we focus on the band structures of Eu 5 Bi 3 around K point. In the absence of SOC, the little group along H-K-H path is C 3v , which hosts a two-dimensional and a one-dimensional irreducible representations that can support a two-fold and a singlet band degeneracy, respectively. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) , a doubly degenerate conduction band (Γ 3 ) inverts with a singlet valence band (Γ 2 ) and forms a pair of triplet degenerate points (TDPs) along H-K-H path. The negative band gap at K point from the band inversion is sensitive to Hubbard U due to strongly correlated f electrons in Eu atoms, nevertheless, we have confirmed the band inversion does happen within a wide and reasonable on site Coulomb interaction (see the Supporting Information Fig.S 1) . 62 With inset in Fig. 2 (a), we demonstrate the dispersion of the TDP in K xy direction, and find a linear band crossing superimposed with a quadratic band which is similar to that in non-magnetic TDP systems.
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As shown in Figs. 1 (c) , the M-K-M path locates at the intersection of σ h invariant plane (ΓMKM ) and σ v invariant plane (MKHL). Thus, the energy bands along M-K-M can be represented by the eigenvalues of σ h and σ v , respectively as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . We discover two conduction bands (Λ 2 , Λ 3 ) possess positive eigenvalue of σ h , while the valence band (Λ 1 ) has negative eigenvalue. As a result, at the σ h invariant plane ΓMKM , the crossing points of bands Λ 2 and Λ 1 have to form a nodal line structure (NL1 in Fig. 2 (e)) centered at K point. Similarly, the crossing points between bands Λ 3 and Λ 1 also form a nodal line structure (NL2). The NL1 structure encompasses NL2 at k z =0 plane, and NL1 is more closer to Fermi level than NL2. The eigenvalues of σ v are also calculated as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . We find two conduction bands Λ 2 and Λ 3 possess negative and positive eigenvalues, respectively, and the conduction band Λ 1 has positive eigenvalue. Thus, at σ v invariant plane MKHL, the band crossings of Λ 2 and Λ 1 are mirror symmetry protected and form a nodal line structure (NL3). On the contrary, the band crossings between band Λ 3 and Λ 1 are avoidable because of the same eigenvalues of σ v . Considering the C 3z rotation of HKH axis, three equivalent NL3 emerge and connect to each other exactly at the TDPs.
As schematically shown in Fig. 2 (e), the NL3 structure at extended MKHL plane is not eudipleural with respect to HKH axis and noted as an off-centered nodal ring because of polar C 3z symmetry. In addition, the NL1 and NL2 at k z = 0 plane interconnect with three vertical NL3 from inside and outside, respectively, thus forming a cage-like node structure encircling K point. This unique nodal line interconnection makes this ferromagnetic triplet fermion distinguished from other known TDP semimetal states.
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When the SOC effect is included with (001) magnetization, the little group along H-K-H is lowered to C 3 that can not guarantee a two-dimensional representation any more. As a consequence, the doubly degenerate conduction band Γ 3 in Fig 62 On the other hand, the SOC breaks σ h symmetry but reserves σ v symmetry. Therefore, the NL3 is broken but NL1 and NL2 are reserved. As schematically demonstrated in Fig. 2 (f band inversion and protected by C 6v point group. Our low-energy effective k · p model will further reveal the intrinsic coupling nature of the WNPL fermion.
In fact, the ferromagnetic Eu 5 Bi 3 host two sets of WNPL structures centred at K point.
As schematically plotting in Fig. 2 (f) , one is composed of a pair of DWPs and a WNL 
where σ 0 is the identity matrix and σ ± = σ x ± iσ y with σ x,y,z to be the Pauli matrices. The symmetry. In Fig. 3 (c) , we notice the conduction and valence bands intersect around K point and produce a trigonal WNL structure at k z = 0 plane. This interesting trigonal warping effect of the WNL structure is induced by the C 3z symmetry which is considered we find that along M-K-M path, the "drumhead" surface state must cross K point regardless of the surface circumstance. In other words, this "drumhead" surface state of the WNL is naturally pinned by the DWPs.
For (100) projection plane as shown in Fig. 4 (c) , the WNL is projected into a line segment (line S 100 , red dashed line) and two DWPs are projected into both sides of line segment S 100 . As shown in Fig. 4 (l) , along B-O-B path, we can clearly see two branches of surface states with same chirality connect the conduction and valence bands, in good agreement with our calculated charity (±2) of DWPs. As shown in in Fig. 4 (k) , along Σ-O-Σ path that connects two DWPs and crosses the WNL, we notice the surface states have to cross each other at WNL projection position, thus showing that the chiral surface states of DWPs are nontrivially pinned by the WNL structure. The Fermi surface of (100) surface state is displayed in Fig. 4 (c) . Two Fermi arcs stem from one DWP and cross both ends of the WNL projection region, and then gather together at the other DWP. This unique connection of surface Fermi arcs further demonstrates the coupling of DWPs and WNL in the WNPL fermion. These surface band structures of (001) For a general projection plane Ω as shown in Fig. 4 (d) , the WNL structure is projected into a small area (region S Ω , red dashed line) and two DWPs are projected into both sides of region S Ω . To get a global view of the coupled surface state, we chose four k-paths (l outside S Ω , two chiral surface states from the DWPs connect the conduction and valence bands similar with that in Fig. 4 (l) . By plotting the Fermi surface of the surface state on Ω plane in Fig. 4 (d 
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